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Presidential Reading Recommendations: II 
January 25, 2009 in Uncategorized by The China Beat | 2 comments 
By Kate Merkel-Hess 
A few days ago, we ran the first installment in a feature that posed the question “What Should Obama 
Be Reading About China?” to prominent China watchers. While Evan Osnos at the New 
Yorker pondered Chinese responses to Obama’s inauguration, our contributors mulled over which five 
readings on China would give the new president the essential knowledge he will need to navigate one 
of the U.S.’s most critical relationships. Here are few more of the recommendations we’ve received 
this week… 
Pankaj Mishra is the author of, most recently, Temptations of the West: How to Be Modern in India, 
Pakistan, Tibet, and Beyond and a regular contributor to theNew York Review of Books. 
Obama will be given plenty of briefing papers to prepare him for meetings with Chinese leaders. As a 
sensitive and unusually perceptive writer, who seems to possess a great deal of negative capability, 
he would, I suspect, enjoy reading more general and literary books about Chinese history and culture. 
Here is my list. 
1. The Gate of Heavenly Peace, Jonathan Spence. An elegant account of the passionate and tormented 
men and women who made China’s modern history, more accessible—for the busy president at least—
than Spence’s comprehensive but mammoth The Search for Modern China. 
2. China Hands, James Lilley. This rather rambling and self-important memoir may seem a curious 
selection, but Obama ought to read at least one book that covers the history of US-China relations 
before and during the Cold War and, furthermore, amplifies the kind of American attitudes—personal 
as well as official—toward China that have no place in the twenty-first century. 
3. China’s New Order, Wang Hui. In the wake of the financial collapse, the New Left’s critique of 
China’s uneven growth resonates more strongly than before, and reading Wang Hui’s book, the 
President would learn a bit about the crisis at home as well as the problems in China. He may also 
want t o look into Wang Hui’s forthcoming collection of 
articles, The End of the Revolution. 
4. I Love Dollars, Zhu Wen. Notwithstanding the libraries devoted to China in the West today, literary 
fiction by Chinese writers still offers the most penetrating insight into Chinese society’s self- 
perceptions, and Obama could enjoyably and profitably spend some of the many hours on the flight to 
Beijing by reading a few stories in this excellent collection. 
5. China Beat. The assortment of lucidly written and interesting articles at this website could provide 
the cyber-savvy Obama with a swift and painless introduction to contemporary China. 
Warren I. Cohen is Emeritus Professor of History at University of Maryland, Baltimore County, an 
expert in U.S.-China relations, and author of East Asia at the Center and America’s Failing Empire: 
U.S. Foreign Relations Since the Cold War. 
1. Read Warren I. Cohen’s America’s Response to China (4th ed.) for an overview of Chinese-
American relations from colonial times to 2000 (If he can wait, the fifth edition will go to press next 
week). 
 
2. Read Nancy Bernkopf Tucker’sStrait Talk (out officially next month) for a comprehensive review of 
the Taiwan issue since 1969—essential for understanding why the Taiwan Strait is so dangerous and 
what mistakes the U.S. has made in past 
3. Robert Suettinger’s Beyond Tiananmen for a close analysis of U.S. policymaking from 1989 to 2000. 
Suettinger was on the National Security Council and gives insight into how and why the U.S. did what 
it did (it will be a few years before Dennis Wilder provides the equivalent for the Bush years). 
4. James Mann’s China Fantasy to get past all the nonsense we’ve been told about the benefits of 
engagement. 
5. Philip Pan’s Out of Mao’s Shadow for an understanding of what life in China is really like today. 
Bruce Cumings is Department Chair and a Professor in the History Department at the University of 
Chicago. His book, Korea’s Place in the Sun (1997), remains the foremost textbook on Korean history 
and he is the co-author, most recently, ofInventing the Axis of Evil, as well as contributing regularly to 
a variety of publications. 
If he just read Lin Chun’s The Transformation of Chinese Socialism, I would be happy. I think it’s the 
best book on contemporary China in many years, but some American scholars don’t like it because her 
orientation is social democratic rather than liberal. 
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